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grand new building which presently rose on the banks
of the Thames at Millbank is a symbol of that great
and fruitful combination
Lord Melchett, looking ahead, foresaw the time when
British agriculture and the world's agriculture would
all be using the synthetic fertilizers made at Billingham
"You must leave Oxford," he said to my Professor,
"and come and take charge of the agricultural research
which we shall have to do, because with this great
new source of power at our disposal, we must iind out
for ourselves and then teach others how it may best
be used for the welfare of this country, of the Empire
and of the world "   "No'" he replied   "An Oxford Pro-
fessor is like the Roman Centurion, he will die at his
post"    But Lord Melchett was very good at getting
his   own   way     There   was   to   be   an   Agricultural
Research   Station     My  Professor  must be  the head
of it, and he should have ample opportunities for carrying
out on a large scale and all over the world experiments
like those which he had made on the little plots at
Melchet     He would have to travel far and wide to
study the conditions and the soils and their needs in
different parts of the Empire     The Professorship was
given up, and my Professor became a Controller once
more     I had listened eagerly to these conversations,
and the fact that there would be wide travel in the near
future had caused me much delight when I knew that
the decision had been taken    Life which had flowed
so tranquilly soon swelled into a torrent    There was
a farm to be found, research laboratories to be built,
and while they were building,  there was the whole
world  to   explore     There was  that great  and once
fertile   country,   Mesopotamia,  rich with  agricultural
promise     On the way to Baghdad hes Egypt, where
the   hard-working   fellaheen   already   use   plenty   of
fertilizers  and might with profit use more, and   in
between lies  Palestine,  where the Jews are growing
oranges  and  trying  once again to make the desert
blossom as the rose    The world, till now, has been a

